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Trading foreign exchange markets carry a substantial risk of loss and may not be suitable for everyone. Only 

genuine "risk" funds should be used in such investments. Past performance reports and records do not 

guarantee future performance, statistics or estimated returns. Any information provided must not, under no 

circumstances be considered as a recommendation to engage in any trade or investment. No one can 

guarantee profits or freedom from loss as well as any guarantee to limit the extent of losses. investors are 

advised to carefully consider this form of investment before entering a programme. 

 

Investment Strategy 

Targeted monthly growth is between 5% and 15% by targeting primarily short term (intraday) trades 
to medium term timeframes term in cases where the market requires time to deliver the target 
profitability. The markets are analyzed 24 hours a day by the team of analysts and trading decisions 
are based on both technical and fundamental analysis to identify best entry and exit points and to 
optimize trading efficiency. Trading is based on a handful of instruments that include currencies, 
commodities and CFDs to offer a diverse range of markets for greater opportunity and reduced risk.  
 

Risk Management  

Risk management techniques are a key factor for success in today's challenging market and time is 

taken to build consistent profits. Implemented is a scientific approach to capital protection and risk 

management, this prevents trading in extremely high volatility and uncertain conditions and short 

term trades are targeted to reduce risk of break-outs in the markets. 

 

Account Management Highlights 

Risk: Low/Medium 

Investment:Minimum $ 1,000 

Total Winning Trades: 91.84% 

Maximum Drawdown: 0.15 % 

Monthly Growth: 5.91 % 

Performance Fee: 25% 

Trading Style: Manual Short Term Trading 
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How to connect to your PAMM Manager 

In order to invest in a managed Forex Managed Account, please follow the below steps: 

1. Create a Live Yadix Account 

2. Fund your Account with the minimum required 

3. Sign and return LPOA  (Limited Power of Attorney): http://www.yadix.com/documents/LPOA.pdf 

4. Your account will be attached to your manager within 24 hours 

 

http://www.yadix.com/documents/LPOA.pdf

